Brother Eugene
Synopsis

Brother Eugene is the story of Ramon Vasquez, a young Miami Police Department homicide Detective. Ramon

has everything going for him – he’s young, handsome and the department’s Latino heart throb. He is a recent
addition to the Homicide Division and still has his “training wheels” on when he inadvertently becomes lead
detective in the case of a lifetime. But is he ready for the challenge? The words of his former partner echo in his
mind -- a wink and a smile and his charm won’t carry the day he was warned. Ramon must face the music as
the lead detective, pursue the killers and deal with a body count that keeps growing.
Ramon has to dig deep to find the strength of character to handle the bizarre twists of the attempted
assassination of a local evangelist known as Brother Eugene. The pastor barely misses being taken out when his
limo explodes and takes the life of his chauffeur. The case leads to more murders and a string of suspects
composed of the many enemies that Brother Eugene has accumulated over his controversial ministry. Ramon
learns that things are rarely as they seem especially when it comes to the celebrated evangelist.
Ramon is met with another challenge when he encounters Kelly, a beautiful young news reporter who is not
immediately taken with the handsome detective. While Ramon and his new young partner run down their leads
and pursue the murderers, he can’t get Kelly out of his mind. Kelly winds up helping Ramon in his investigation
and in doing so places herself in jeopardy. In the end Ramon recognizes that his old partner was right… his
natural charms weren’t enough to either solve the case or win the girl.
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